Film South West
The Newsletter of Cinema for All South West - Autumn 2019

2019 Autumn Viewing Session
Batcombe beckons
Sunday 24 November hosted by Batcombe Film Society, Somerset.
Location map Address: Jubilee Hall, Back Lane, Batcombe, SHEPTON MALLET BA4 6HE
Registration and coffee from 10.00 am. Programme starts at 10.30.

Full details of the films to be shown are on the following pages of Film South West.
Included are links to trailers and IMDb & Rotten Tomatoes listings.

See page 5 for further details and to find out how to book.
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ANIARA (18)

2018, Sweden, 108m, sci-fi drama.
Directors: Pella Kågerman,Hugo Lilja. Stars: Emelie Jonsson, Bianca Cruzeiro, Arvin Kananian, Anneli
Martini, Jennie Silfverhjelm, Emma Broomé.
With Earth in disrepair and no longer
inhabitable, the human race begins to
leave the planet for a new home on
Mars. One of the departing vessels,
the ship Aniara, collides with some
space junk and is damaged beyond
repair. With Aniara knocked off-course
and drifting out of control, the crew
and passengers must wrestle with the
reality of their fate. Crew member MR
(Emelie Jonsson) operates a sentient
computer that allows humans to
experience idyllic memories of their
lives on Earth. As the ship drifts further
into space, the passengers begin to
lose hope and sanity amid the growing
sense of disaster. Pressure builds on
MR as she confronts the enormity of
the situation facing the hopelessly
drifting community.
IMDb Listing Rotten Tomatoes Listing Trailer

BAIT (15)

2019, UK, 89m, drama.
Director: Mark Jenkin. Stars: Ed Rowe, Mary Woodvine, Giles Smith.
Modern-day Cornish fisherman
Martin (Ed Rowe) is struggling to
buy a boat while coping with family
rivalry and the influx of London
money, Airbnb and stag parties to
his harbour village. The summer
season brings simmering tensions
between the locals and newcomers
to boiling point, with tragic
consequences.
Stunningly shot on a vintage 16mm
camera using monochrome Kodak
stock, Mark Jenkin’s BAIT is a
timely and funny, yet poignant new
film that gets to the heart of a
community facing unwelcome
change.
IMDb Listing

Rotten Tomatoes Listing
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HONEYLAND (12A)

2019, Switzerland/Macedonia, 87m, documentary.
In Turkish with English subtitles.
Directors: Tamara Kotevska & Ljubomir Stefanov. Stars: Hatidze Muratova, Nazife Muratova,
Hussein Sam, Ljutvie Sam.
In a deserted Macedonian village,
Hatidze, a 50-something woman,
trudges up a hillside to check her bee
colonies nestled in the rocks.
Serenading them with a secret
chant, she gently manoeuvres the
honeycomb without netting or
gloves. Back at her homestead,
Hatidze tends to her handmade
hives and her bedridden mother,
occasionally heading to the capital
to sell her wares. One day, an
itinerant family settles next door,
and Hatidze’s peaceful kingdom gives way to roaring engines, seven shrieking children, and 150 cows.
Yet Hatidze welcomes her new neighbours. However, the itinerant family’s patriarch soon makes a
series of decisions that could destroy Hatidze’s way of life forever.
The most awarded film out of this year's Sundance Film Festival, winning the World Cinema Grand
Jury Prize, a Special Jury Award for Cinematography, and another Special Jury Award for Originality.
HONEYLAND is a visually stunning portrait of the delicate balance between nature and humanity that
has something sweet for everyone.
IMDb Listing Rotten Tomatoes Listing Trailer

THE PEANUT BUTTER FALCON (12A)

2019, USA, 97m, comedy/drama
Directors: Tyler Nilson,Mike Schwartz. Stars: Shia LaBeouf, Dakota Johnson, Zack Gottsagen, John
Hawkes, Thomas Haden Church, Bruce Dern.
A modern Mark Twain style
adventure
story,
THE
PEANUT BUTTER FALCON
tells the story of Zak, a young
man with Downs syndrome,
who runs away from a
residential nursing home to
follow his dream of
attending the professional
wrestling school of his idol,
The Salt Water Redneck. A
strange turn of events pairs
him on the road with a small
time outlaw on the run, who
becomes Zak’s unlikely
coach and ally. Together
they wind through deltas,
elude capture, drink whisky, find God, catch fish, and convince Eleanor, a kind nursing home employee
charged with Zak’s return, to join them on their journey.
IMDb listing

Rotten Tomatoes listing
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THE THIRD WIFE (15)
2018, Vietnam, 92m, drama.
Directors: Ash Mayfair. Stars: Long Le Vu, Mai Thu Huong Maya, Nguyen Phuong Tra My, Nhu Quynh
Nguyen, Nguyen Thanh Tam, Lam Thanh My.
In 19th-century rural Vietnam, 14year-old May becomes the third wife
of wealthy landowner Hung. Soon,
she learns that she can only gain
status by asserting herself as a
woman who can give birth to a male
child. May's hope to change her
status turns into a real and tantalizing
possibility when she gets pregnant.
Faced with forbidden love and its
devastating consequences, May
finally comes to an understanding of
the brutal truth: the options available
to her are few and far between.

IMDb Listing

Rotten Tomatoes Listing

Trailer

TRANSIT (12A)

2018, Germany/France, 102m, drama
Director: Christian Petzold. Stars: Franz Rogowski, Paula Beer, Godehard Giese, Lilien Batman,
Maryam Zaree, Barbara Auer.
In a France occupied by a
repressive invasive force, German
refugee Georg flees to Marseille
and assumes the identity of the
dead writer whose transit papers
he is carrying. Living among
refugees from around the world,
Georg falls for Marie, a mysterious
woman searching for her husbandthe man whose identity he has
stolen. Adapted from Anna
Segher's 1942 novel, TRANSIT
transposes the original story to the
present, blurring periods to create
a timeless exploration of the plight
of displaced people.

IMDb Listing Rotten Tomatoes Listing Trailer
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Everything you need to know about
the Batcombe Viewing Session
Date: Sunday 24 November 2019
Location: Jubilee Hall, Back Lane, Batcombe, SHEPTON MALLET BA4 6HE
Map: Location map
Parking: There is plenty of parking in the car park attached to the hall.
Cost: CfA Members/Associates £18, CfA Affiliates £22 and Full Time students £15.
Programme details:
10.00 Registration and coffee.
10.30 HONEYLAND + short

BAIT + short

12.05 The world famous CfA SW quiz
12.35 LUNCH
13.20 AGM
13.45 DELEGATES' FORUM
14.30 TRANSIT + short

ANIARA + short

16.30 TEA
17.00 THE PEANUT BUTTER FALCON + short

THE THIRD WIFE + short

PLUS:
DVD / Blu-Ray Bring & buy stall. Please be sure to bring some discs along!
Networking opportunities.
This programme may be subject to change but details are correct as we go to press.
Meal choices: Vegetarian or Omnivore.
Last date for bookings: Monday 18 November.
Booking form: A copy of the booking form is attached to the email you have received.
Completed booking forms should be sent to Andy Hastie either by post or email (details
are on the booking form).
Payment may be made by cheque or, preferably, by bank transfer.
Receipts are available on request.
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Cinema for All Community Cinema Conference 2019
A Packed Weekend of New Film Releases and Workshops in Sheffield
Delegates came from all over the British Isles to
Sheffield’s Showroom Cinema for the annual Conference of Cinema for All. Members were welcomed by the new Cinema for All Chair, Gemma
Bird, followed by the launch of its new website,
mycommunitycinema.org.uk, taking over from
the BFI Neighbourhood Cinema project to provide
support to community cinemas.
This year’s panel sessions included how to make
screenings more accessible to audiences and how
to develop programming. The theme of the Big
Debate was the balance between showing great
cinema and serving the needs of a community.
The debate was compered by Danny Leigh, the
writer and broadcaster who co-hosted BBC One’s
Film programme, with two teams championing
community versus cinema. The discussion highlighted the developing diversity in Cinema for All
with CineQ putting the case for serving their LGBT
community first and Leigh Film Society describing
their emphasis on great cinema. After lively contributions from the floor, Danny Leigh declared
the debate a draw.
Of the six new releases screened over the weekend, mainly from CfA’s Booking Scheme, the searing
documentary For Sama, more than lived up to its reputation following its winning Best Documentary at
Cannes earlier this year: the audience reaction was an amazing 98%. Other well-received titles were
Jellyfish, and Seahorse the latest documentary from British director Jeanie Finlay, who was the guest
host of the Film Society of the Year Awards held on the Saturday evening, followed by the usual lively
after-party.

Brian Clay writes: “I try and attend the Conference each year to renew my enthusiasm for community
cinema and meet up with old and new friends. I was particularly glad to make contact with my first
Film Society, Sheffield University Film Unit, and to find the young people running Film Unit today
have the same rewarding experiences, especially as they won Best Student Cinema for the fourth year
running. It was also good to meet up with Helen Ostle from LA Cinema from Long Ashton near Bristol;
it appears we were the only delegates from the South West. Given the involvement of the many members
of the seventy-plus film societies and community cinemas SW Group in Cinema for All over the years
and its success in the Annual Awards, not to mention the travel bursaries now available, this needs to
be followed up in time for next year.”!
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Cinema for All Community Cinema Conference 2019
The 50�� Film Society of the Year Awards
The first FSoY Awards Ceremony was held in 1969
in NFT 1 on London’s South Bank during the British
Federation of Film Societies Spring Viewings. Fifty
years on, a packed Cinema 4 of Sheffield’s Showroom Cinema celebrate the best of community
cinema. An enthusiastic audience heard the results from Chief Executive Deborah Parker in nearly
a dozen categories with prizes and certificates presented by acclaimed documentary film-maker
Jeanie Finlay who had just returned to the UK from
the Emmy Awards. Deborah introduced a montage
of the 50 years of the FSoY awards with previous presenters including: Debbie Reynolds, Tony Curtis and
Nick Roeg and past winners, many from the South West. The top award of Film Society of the Year was
won eleven times by SW societies between 1980 and 2011 with Bradford on Avon and Kilmersdon (reel
people) having the distinction of winning the award twice. So, in this 50�� year, it was disappointing to
see that, for the first time, no SW societies or community cinemas had been short-listed in any category.
Perhaps, next year?

C’est La Vie is Film Society Film of the Year
During the awards ceremony, the winner was
announced of the Film of the Year, voted for by
Cinema for All members. The French comedy,
C’est La Vie, proved to be the most popular and
the award was received by the film producers by
video. The audience were treated with, probably, the most hilarious acceptance speech of the
evening from Yann Zenou and Laurent Zeitoun
who also produced the 2011 hit, ‘The Intouchables’.
For details of the Awards and all the winners, visit https://cinemaforall.org.uk/50th-film-society-ofthe-year-awards-full-winners-list/

FILM SOUTH WEST is the Newsletter of Cinema for All South West
For the latest news visit cinemaforallsw.org
Cinema For All Registered Office: Unit 411, The Workstation, 15 Paternoster Row Sheffield S1 2BX
Working in partnership with the BFI Film Audience Network
Cinema For All is a trading name of the British Federation of Film Societies (BFFS) Company Ltd by Guarantee.
Company No. 1391200 England & Wales. Registered Charity 276633
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